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Abstract
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document presents the first version of the ACTION methodological framework for impact
assessment. It has been developed following a co-design approach engaging the ACTION
consortium partners and the six citizen science pilots participating to the first edition of the ACTION
accelerator. What presented in the document is, nevertheless, a work in progress: this framework is
going to be constantly improved during the next months of the ACTION project by taking on board
the lessons learned during its application and the feedback that will be gathered by the citizen
science projects that will participate in the second edition of the ACTION accelerator.
The ACTION impact assessment framework considers five areas of impact: scientific, social,
economic, political and environmental which are articulated in several dimensions each, for a total
of 23 dimensions. These include, but are not limited to, impact on scientific knowledge, community
empowerment, inclusiveness, impact on learning, behavioural change, impact on policy process, job
creation and economic empowerment of local communities. An analysis of previous impact
assessment methodologies supported the definition and the operationalisation of each dimension.
Besides these five areas of impact, the methodology considers also the transformative potential of
the CS pilots, i.e. the degree to which the pilot can help to change, alter, or replace current systems,
the business-as-usual in one or more fields such as science production or environmental protection.
Finally, the methodology considers also how CS pilots and ACTION as a whole contribute to the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and to the promotion of Responsible
Research and Innovation (RRI).
The methodology is quali-quantitative and is designed to be modular and flexible in order to be able
to adapt to the specificities of each CS pilot but, at the same time, assure a cross-pilot and cumulative
analysis. Indeed, not all the dimensions are (equally) relevant for all the CS pilots, depending on
their nature, their specific focus and the level of citizen engagement they show. The specific needs
of each pilot in terms of impact assessment and the relevance of the various dimensions were
collected and presented through an impact assessment canvas: a four pages graphic form that
supports CS pilots in mapping their stakeholders, their main outputs and the relevance of the impact
dimensions. Then, for each pilot, an ad hoc impact assessment process is defined, accompanied by
the necessary data gathering instruments (questionnaires, focus group guidelines, data recording
matrixes).
In the following months of the ACTION project, the methodology here described will be applied to
approximately eight CS pilots, following a mixed methods approach. At the end of this process the
methodology and the related data gathering tools will be updated and applied to the six pilots
engaged in the second edition of the ACTION accelerator. In parallel, the impact of ACTION as a
whole will be assessed considering the aggregated impact of all the CS pilots plus other specific
impacts generated by the ACTION outputs, such as the ACTION toolkit, policy briefs and other
research outputs. At the end of the ACTION project (January 2022) a final impact assessment report
and a final version of this methodology will be released.
The methodology and the related data gathering instruments will be included in the ACTION CS
toolkit, accompanied by a video tutorial so that other CS pilots, even after then end of the ACTION
project, will be able to access it, adapt it to their specific needs and carry out impact assessment
activities in an autonomous way.
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1

INTRODUCTION

As reported by the International Association for Impact Assessment (AIAI) on their website, “Impact
Assessment simply defined is the process of identifying the future consequences of a current or
proposed action. The ‘impact’ is the difference between what would happen with the action and what
would happen without it” (IAIA, 2010).
Accordingly, the aim of this deliverable (and more generally of Task 6.1) is to develop a
methodological framework to assess the impacts of the ACTION project and of its citizen science
(CS) pilots. This means replying to the following question: “What is the difference the ACTION project
makes?”.
More precisely, in the case of ACTION, its impact is represented by the sum of its CS pilots’ impacts,
plus other project activities. We are also interested in understanding how the ACTION activities and
outputs support the maximisation of the CS pilots’ impacts. In order to be able to investigate these
research questions, we need to carefully assess the impact of the ACTION’s CS pilots first.
To this end, we developed a modular and flexible framework that will support us in doing so. The
impact assessment team will use this framework to evaluate the impact of ACTION’s pilots at the
end of the ACTION Accelerator (round 1 and 2) and the impact of the ACTION project overall (at the
end of its second year of activity and at its conclusion).
After rounds of improvement of the framework in collaboration with the ACTION pilots, we will turn
the impact assessment framework into dedicated tools that will be included in the ACTION CS toolkit
(WP4-5). This will help CS initiatives to define and evaluate their impacts in an autonomous way
after the end of the ACTION project.
The ACTION impact assessment framework considers five areas of impact. These areas are:
scientific, social, economic, political and environmental. Each area of impact is articulated in several
dimensions: overall this framework considers 24 dimensions.
The ACTION impact assessment framework also considers the relevance of the project
achievements against the United Nation Sustainable Development Goal (SDGs)(UN, 2015) and its
contribution to responsible research and innovation (RRI to be analysed referring to the MORRI
indicators; EC, 2018b).
The deliverable is structured as follows: section 2 sets the scene and provides the background of
the ACTION impact assessment methodology by pointing at relevant references on the topic,
describing the co-design process followed for developing the methodology and mapping the ACTION
stakeholders.
Section 3 represents the core of this document and defines the five areas of impact considered and
the related dimensions and indicators. It also describes how we will consider the transformative
potential of the ACTION’s CS pilots and how we will move from the analysis of the CS pilots to the
assessment of ACTION project as a whole.
Section 4 discusses how we will map pilots’ contribution towards SDGs targets and discuss the
applicability of MORRI indicators to ACTION.
Section 5 presents the data gathering and analysis process that will be undertaken in the next
months. Finally, in the conclusions section recap the next steps of the impact assessment activities
to be performed in the next months and show the complementarity of this deliverable with others.
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2. Toward the ACTION impact assessment framework: definitions and
references
The socio-economic impact assessment methodology here proposed is based on frameworks
developed and validated in previous European projects by the authors, including SEQUOIA (Passani
et al., 2014), MAXICULTURE and, especially, IA4SI (Bellini et al., 2014; 2016; Passani et al., 2015)
and iScape (Nurmi et al, 2017). These approaches have been reconsidered and adapted according
to ACTION’s field of work and enriched by the results of the literature review activity that is reported
in section 2.
The ACTION methodology follows the impact value chain approach (Figure 1Errore. L'origine
riferimento non è stata trovata.), which is the de facto standard for many international bodies,
including the European Commission (EC).

Figure 1 Impact assessment framework: the value-chain approach (T6 elaboration on IMWG, 2014:6).

As reported in Figure 1, the impact is the result of the input available (i.e., the EC grant for ACTION
and the ACTION open call funds for the ACTION’s pilots), of the activities carried out and the tangible
results developed during the project lifetime (outputs). The aggregation and analysis of the outputs
is the preliminary step to derive the outcomes of the project’s activities. Another important element
is the identification of the stakeholders and the analysis of how each of them will be impacted by the
project (see subsection 2.5).
It is important to consider that we will describe the impact developed by the ACTION and by its pilot
at the end of their activities, while most of the impacts need a longer time frame to become visible
(EC, 1999). Therefore, we will be talking, mainly, about expected impact: impacts that appear to be
probable to happen under certain circumstances that are observable at the time of the impact
assessment or that will be set as hypotheses.

2.1 Assessing the impacts of CS
There are indications that CS projects provide inputs for both science and society, to foster
innovation and to find common solutions to regional, national and global challenges (Theobald et al.,
2015).
Accordingly to Kieslinger et al. (2017, p. 3), CS can have several positive impacts, among others:
•

collect a large amount of data sets widespread in many different areas across the world, with
a significant impact on environmental research and biological science,
10
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•
•
•
•

attract more scientists in trans-disciplinary work,
innovate science communication,
create knowledge about scientific enquiry and enhance a deeper understanding of scientific
outcomes and
contribute to Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI).

There are different ways to recognize and evaluate CS projects outcomes but collecting evidence to
assess CS projects’ impacts in a systematic way (considering several dimensions at the same time)
is still a challenge. This is mainly due to the diversity of CS activities, ways of engaging citizens and
fields of action. Beside this, there is often a lack of competences, time and/or resources of CS teams
to carry out impact assessment activities.
As we will see in the following sub-sections, some attempts have been made to create guidelines for
supporting CS projects’ managers (e.g., Citizen Science White Paper, Socientize, 2015) and Green
Paper on the Citizen Science Strategy 2020 for Germany (Bonn et al., 2016)), but the research in
the field is still ongoing and this deliverable wishes to contribute to the related debate.
Indeed, despite the steps made, a standardized impact assessment framework - including relative
indicators and operational tools - is still missing. There are several tools dedicated to one or more
specific impacts of CS (impact on learning, for example) but, as stated by Shirk et al. (2012), “dealing
with the Citizen Science project impact assessment implies the necessity to adopt a more holistic
approach” (Dickinson et al., 2012; Haywood B. K.. Besley J. C., 2014).
Kieslinger et al., (2017) deeply studied the issue and carried out an extensive literature review, which
results are summarized in the Table 1.
Outcome
focus

Discussed
and
described in
(exemplary
selection)

Attributes1 of the
evaluation

Learning
outcomes

Phillips T. et
al. 2014

Summative evaluation
●
(evaluation report based
on evaluation plan and
●
evaluation questions)
●
Self-reports or
●
observations
●

Measures of the
evaluation

●

Learning
outcomes

1

Bonney et al.
2009

Quantitative and
qualitative measures:
● pre- and post-project
surveys
● surveys of selfreported knowledge
gains
● interviews with focus
groups

●
●
●
●
●

self-efficacy
for
science
self-efficacy
for
environmental action
increased motivation
behaviour change
development
of
stewardship
skills, knowledge and
interest in and for
science

Practitioners,
Project
leaders/coordinators,
educators/outreach
specialists

the duration of
involvement
numbers of
participants
improved and
enhanced
understanding
better attitude
development of skills
and interests

Participants

For the authors Kieslinger B. et al., “the attributes provide the context to measures”
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Scientific
outcomes

Socioecological
outcomes

Bonney et al.
2009

Jordan et al.
2012

Quantitative and
qualitative measures:
● pre- and post-project
surveys
● surveys of selfreported knowledge
gains
● interviews with focus
groups

Not explained

●

examination of e-mail
and listserv
messages

●

numbers of papers
published
numbers of citations
numbers of grants
received
size and quantity of
citizen science
databases
numbers of theses
frequency of media
exposure

●
●
●
●
●

Participants

● Enhanced
social Community
capital
● community capacity
building
● economic building (in
terms of job creation)
● creation
of
trust
between public and
scientist, and land
managers
● Development
of
resilience of socioecological systems

Table 1 Literature review’s results, (source: Kieslinger et al. 2017)

In the following, we introduce the frameworks that have been more useful for us in developing our
approach and elaborate on what is missing from them, as well as how we have integrated them in
our framework (see section 3). For a systematic literature review on impact assessment
methodologies in the field of CS the reader can refer to the recent outputs of the MICS project
reported in When et al (2020a) and (2020b).
Shirk et al. (2012) elaborated a framework that can be used by project designers to align CS project
design “with specific desired outcomes”. This framework, as ours, is based on the impact value chain
approach and, as reported in Figure 2, considers three types of outcomes: for science, for socio-
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ecological

systems

and

for

individuals.

Figure 2 Framework for public participation of scientific research projects, ACTION elaboration on Shirk et al.
(2012)

Considering the outcomes on science, a crucial one is the project’s ability to access otherwise
unavailable knowledge together, of course, with publications.
Outcomes for individual participants include the acquisition of new skills, an incremented
understanding of scientific research processes, an improved sense of place and/or stewardship and
opportunities to deepen the contact with the natural world and with other people. In addition, the
authors consider the benefits for scientists as individuals, and these are related to the possibility to
put knowledge into action, the acquisition of skills and of new social resources.
Outcomes for socio-ecological systems refers to advancements in the relationship between
management agencies and social communities, access and use of data to monitor environmental
degradation and improved participation of public communities to policy decisions.
Considered impacts include conservation, citizens empowerment and resilient communities and
natural resources.
As said, the main goal of the framework developed by Shirk et al. (2012) is to guide CS project
managers in designing CS activities thinking, since their real beginning, to the desired outcomes. In
this sense the framework is a support for design and monitoring more than an impact assessment
per se, because, as stated by the authors “Impacts are difficult to measure and confirm” (p. 11).
Haywood & Besley (2014) worked towards an integrated assessment framework for Public
Participation in Scientific Research (PPSR) projects which we can consider a wider label for CS.
They recognized most of all two dominant theoretical traditions, that include the “public
understanding of science”, guided by science education and literacy goals, and the “public
engagement in science”, guided by participatory democratic ideals. The first looks at the “education
outreach” goal, while the second at the “participatory engagement” goal. Depending on the goal, the
impacts of the project will be different. The authors stress the existing interconnection between the
two traditions, and state how aims reach in one of those (e.g. knowledge and skills) may lead to
outcomes and impact in the other (e.g. expanding the scope and interest of research).
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They theorized a set of indicators to assess potential broad, community-scale CS projects’
outcomes. These meso-level outputs indicators have to be taken in account for both the enhancing
of the scientific knowledge and the democratic engagement, and are:
•
•
•
•

Needs met (“degree to which the product generated, intellectual or material, meet the
legitimate needs and expectation of participants);
Scooper and influence (“degree to which product generated, intellectual or material, impacts
broader social, economic, or environmental systems and relevant policy);
Community/social capacity (“degree to which the project influences the capacity of
communities/social groups to respond to social or ecological challenges, negotiate conflicts,
and develop solutions”);
Trust, confidence and respect (“degree to which the project fosters general trust, confidence
and respect, among project participants and in science”).

For the authors the challenge in this kind of project is to create a common impact assessment
framework able to evaluate the projects in a holistic way, that comprehend also other fields of
influence of CS projects (ex: economic and environmental impacts). For this, “indicators that are
theory-driven, flexible and comprehensive are required” (Haywood B., Besley J. C., 2013).
After Haywood B. K. Besley J. C. (2014), Kieslinger et al. (2017) developed a new framework
considering three core dimensions:
1. Scientific dimension;
2. Citizen Scientists dimension;
3. Socio-ecological and economic dimension.
For each of these dimensions two evaluation stages have been identified; one is the “process and
feasibility” evaluation, implemented during the initial phase of CS projects and the other is the
“outcome and impact” evaluation, where the first impacts can be measured. (Kieslinger et al. 2017).
Figure 3 Figure 3: Impact assessment framework, ACTION elaboration on Kieslinger et al.
(2017)below summarizes the proposed framework.

Figure 3: Impact assessment framework, ACTION elaboration on Kieslinger et al. (2017)
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Considering the goal of our task, we are more interested in the outcome and impact level than of the
process and feasibility level. The work of Kieslinger et al., as stated by the authors, is intended to be
open to additional inputs and we try to work in this direction.
In our framework we tried to keep together the dimensions and key points of the above mentioned
frameworks and adapt them to the ACTION needs.
More explicitly, we do so by:
●

Developing a flexible and modular framework that allows personalisation but, at the same
time, can be used for considering different CS projects at the same time and evaluate their
impact at an aggregated level

●

Operationationalising the different dimensions considered in a quali-quantitative way and
developing ad hoc data gathering tools for each of them (see D6.2)

●

Enriching the number of dimensions considered in each area of impact by combining different
approaches and especially elaborating further the environmental and political impact
assessment areas and the social inclusion dimension

●

Adding to the framework a model for evaluating the transformative capability of CS projects,
i.e. the possibility for them to propose an alternative way of doing science and engaging
citizens in the scientific process at a systemic level (see sub-section 3.6)

●

Offering a methodology that can be adapted and practically used in an autonomous way by
CS project managers also after the end of ACTION project.

2.2 Co-design the ACTION impact assessment methodology
Coherently with the ACTION overall approach, the impact assessment framework has been
developed following a co-design approach. What is presented in this deliverable is, therefore, the
result of the interaction with ACTION partners and pilots.
The process followed is visualised in the Figure 4 below. It is important to point out that the ACTION
impact assessment framework presented in this deliverable will evolve in the next months: it will be
adjusted and improved during the whole duration of the project taking on board the feedback and
suggestions of the actors engaged in the impact assessment (ACTION partners, pilots, other CS
projects outside ACTION and other SwafS projects working on CS).
The process started with a literature review which led to the presentation to the ACTION consortium
of a first draft of the impact assessment framework. This first draft included the five areas of impacts
that are presented later in this deliverable and several dimensions. During the consortium meeting
held in Rotterdam in December 2019, partners' feedback was gathered. The feedback and
comments collected suggested some specific changes to the dimensions to be considered. Besides,
it emerged the necessity to provide more guidance to CS pilots on impact assessment overall and
on its application. In order to answer to this need, the idea of creating an impact assessment canvas
for ACTION CS pilots emerged.
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Figure 4 Impact assessment framework: ACTION co-design approach

The ACTION impact assessment canvas is a 4 pages visual document that guides CS project
managers to think about the impacts of their project and navigate the ACTION impact assessment
framework while discussing to what extent the various dimensions are relevant for their project. The
ACTION impact assessment canvas will be described in more detail in the next section.
Finally, the canvas was provided to the ACTION pilots, they filled it in and provided feedback through
one-to-one interviews. These provided input to the third version of the ACTION impact assessment
framework that is hereafter described (see section 3). This version of the framework takes on board
also the suggestions emerged during the first project review meeting held in June 2020.
It is important to underline that we do not consider the framework presented in this deliverable as
final. At the time of writing we are applying it to different ACTION pilots: this will give us the possibility
to understand if and where improvements are needed. Updates of the methodology will be presented
in the next WP6 deliverables (D6.3 and D6.4 and in the ACTION CS toolkit).
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2.3 The ACTION impact assessment canvas
The ACTION impact canvas (see Annex 1 and figures below) design is inspired by different business
and impact canvas and adapted to the specificity of CS projects (Phillips et al, 2017; Ratto-Nielsen,
20172).
More specifically:
•

•
•

The first page helps CS managers to synthesize the main problem the project is addressing,
the main research questions, the key stakeholders of the project and the typology of the CS
project they belong to. With reference to the stakeholder’s definition, the canvas suggests
the following: Researchers, Citizen scientists, Policy/decision makers, General public,
Business actors, Other organisations they might be collaborating with. The canvas also
suggests to the user to define its project as belonging to one of the following categories
(Bonney et al 2009; Shirk at al, 2012, Wiggins and Crowston, 2011; Schafer and Kieslinger,
2016): Contributory project, Collaborative project, Conservation project, Co-created project,
Education project, Action project.
The second page guide the CS manager is describing its project in terms of the impact value
chain framework.
The third page presents the ACTION impact assessment framework: its areas of impact and
dimensions and asks the user to attribute a value from 1 to 5 to each of them according to
the relevance each dimension might have for the specific CS project.

The impact assessment canvas is accompanied by a summary of the ACTION impact assessment
framework and defines and describes its areas of impact and dimensions. The impact assessment
framework presented in the canvas represents the second version of the methodology and takes on
board the feedback gathered at the Rotterdam consortium meeting.

2.4 The impact value-chain approach applied to ACTION and its pilots
The Figure 5 and Figure 6 that follow visualize the impact value chain of an ideal CS project first and
of the ACTION project considered as whole. They show how expected impacts are linked to projects
input, activities and outputs.

2

Other source of inspiration have been: https://www.artsculturefinance.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/ImpactManagement-Canvas.pdf and https://www.threebility.com/sustainability-impact-canvas
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Figure 5 Impact value chain of an ideal CS project

Figure 6 ACTION ‘s impact value chain

2.5 ACTION stakeholders: impact on whom?
As mentioned in the previous sections, when talking about impact it is important to consider who the
stakeholders are that will be touched by the project/pilot we want to assess. Moreover, in a project
or pilot, not all the activities and outputs are relevant to all the stakeholders, so it is important to map
the expected impact for each of them.
In the Table 2 below we summarize the stakeholders relevant for the ACTION pilots at the time of
writing and provide examples of the main expected impacts.
18
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Stakeholder
Researchers and
CS managers

Expected impact
●
●
●
●

Access to new knowledge and data on the specific topic covered by
the pilot
New competence on how to carry out a similar CS project
Increase in interdisciplinary research
New competence on inclusiveness and diversity management

Citizen scientists

●
●
●
●
●
●

Access to new knowledge and know-how
Acquisition of more pro-environmental way of thinking
Adoption of more pro-science way of thinking
Adoption of more sustainable behaviours
Increase in social interactions
Social inclusion of disadvantaged groups

Local communities

●
●
●
●

Community empowerment
Increase in local sense of community
Increase in democratic participation
Positive economic impacts related to pro-environmental action
related to the pilots activities and/or outputs

Policy/decision
makers

●

Access to new knowledge useful for informing policy action

Business actors

●

Access to new knowledge or tools with a potential for commercial
exploitation

Other
organisations

●

Expected impacts vary accordingly to the nature of the organisation
considered. For example for an educational CS project working
with high school students, considering the impact on the schools
and on the teachers engaged will be crucial.

General public

●
●

Access to new knowledge generated by the pilot
Getting to know about CS and the possibility to be engaged in
related activities
Acquisition of more pro-environmental way of thinking
Adoption of more pro-science way of thinking
Adoption of more sustainable behaviours

●
●
●

Table 2 CS projects’ expected impacts

The stakeholders of the ACTION pilots' and that of ACTION overall as a project are similar, but the
expected impacts are not the same as the project activities and outputs differ. The Table 3 below
focuses on the ACTION’s stakeholders and the main expected impacts on them. In brackets we
outline the ACTION’s outputs that are expected to impact the different stakeholders and are linked
to the ACTION impact value chain reported in the previous sub-section.
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Stakeholder
Researchers and
CS managers

Expected impact
●

●
●
●
●

Access to new knowledge on CS practices, results and impacts
(ACTION CS toolkit, plus publications)
Access to new knowledge and related data (ACTION open science
portal)
Access to funds for carry on CS pilots (ACTION open calls and
possibly other funds resulting from a better understanding of CS by
policy makers as a result of the policy masterclasses)
Access to ACTION’s accelerator services (ACTION accelerator)
Develop new collaborations
Increase in interdisciplinary research
Increase in open science practices (ACTION open science portal)

Policy/decision
makers

●
●
●

Learn more on CS
Access to new knowledge useful for informing policy action
Learn how to support CS (ACTION policy-masterclasses)

General public

●

Getting to know about CS and the possibility to be engaged in
related activities
More pro-science way of thinking and behaviours

●
●

●
Other EU projects
and CS
organisations

●
●
●

Access to new knowledge on CS practices, results and impacts
(ACTION CS toolkit)
Access to new knowledge and related data (ACTION open science
portal)
Develop new collaborations
Table 3 ACTION’ expected impacts
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3 The ACTION impact assessment framework: areas of impacts and
dimensions
The action impact assessment framework, as anticipated, considers five areas of impact: scientific,
social, economic, political and environmental. Each area of impact is articulated in several
dimensions: 24 overall (Figure 7). Each dimension is operationalised in different variables. The
framework is quali-quantitative: each dimension is operationalised considering how well it can be
expressed in numerical or non-numerical terms. When possible, also qualitative indicators are
expressed in numerical terms using Likert Scale in order to facilitate comparison among pilots and
aggregation across pilots (when considering the overall impact generated by ACTION, see subsection 3.8). When relevant, for example in the economic impact assessment, indicators are
expressed in monetary terms too.

Figure 7 ACTION areas of impact and dimensions

The dimensions considered are reported in the next sub-sections together with the main
variables/indicators/methods that will be used during the assessment. Therefore, the next
subsections are aligned as follows: sub-sections from 3.1 to 3.5 are dedicated to the five areas of
impact and describe one area of impact each, the related dimensions and the indicators. Section 3.6
introduces an additional element to the ACTION framework: the transformative potential of CS
projects. This investigates the capability of CS projects, in the long run, to transform science and
society in a substantial way. All these sub-sections describe the areas of impact and dimensions as
they will be applied when assessing CS pilots. Sub-section 3.7 discusses how this framework will be
adapted and applied to ACTION project in order to analyse its overall value added.
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3.1 Scientific impact
Scientific impact is one of the most important areas of impact for a citizen science project. It is
included in every impact framework of citizen science, even if the exact interpretation or measures
differ. As mentioned in previous sub-sections of this deliverable, some articles focus on scientific
learning of participants: improvement of their skills and new knowledge they gained (Phillips et al.,
2014). Others focus on the system level impact of citizen science on science and society (Bonney
et al. 2014, Jordan et al., 2012, Tulloch et al., 2013). In addition, some authors propose to combine
the two views (Haywood and Besley, 2014, Bonney et al., 2009).
In academia, scientific impact is usually measured by looking at publications, be it by counting
citations (Garfield 1999) or by other measures such as analysing social networks and usage log data
(Bollen et al, 2009). How does this translate to the context of citizen science? On the one hand, the
academic indicators are important and if we are to take citizen science seriously, we need to take
them into account. On the other hand, citizen science has the potential to expand the definition of
scientific knowledge (Gijsel et al,. 2019), which means scientific impact should not only be limited to
traditional academic impact (Kieslinger et al., 2017).

3.1.1 Working definition of scientific impact
This dimension considers to what extent the citizen science project produces new knowledge and
can influence scientists and research organisations. Partly, this is an evaluation by traditional
academic standards, such as the generation of scientific knowledge, captured in publications and
possibly leading to new projects. Also, this dimension assesses the project impact on institutional or
organizational structures, for example by creating new research fields, stimulating interdisciplinarity,
or facilitating innovation in education. Furthermore, it assesses new forms of integrating traditional
and local knowledge, thereby facilitating true knowledge exchange between science and society.
Kieslinger et al.’s interpretation of scientific impact (2017) was heavily influenced by Bonney et al
(2009). On the outcome and impact level, they divide the scientific dimension into three subdimensions: scientific knowledge & publications, new research fields & structures, and new
knowledge resources. For the ACTION impact assessment framework (seeTable 4), we have
adopted the same sub-dimensions, but added innovation in education. We added this sub-dimension
to mimic the institutional structure of most academic organisations, in the sense that research and
education are their main, and separate, activities. We think it can be expected that citizen science
projects have some impact on education, because many CS projects themselves focus on education
and learning. In this way, the innovations in education and learning in citizen science projects might
influence education systems and methods. These can be the education system within academia, but
also within primary or secondary education.
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3.1.2 Scientific impact: ACTION dimensions and indicators
Dimension

Indicators
Quantity of new data created (N. of data points)
Quality of data in datasets
Research outputs’ visibility on social media and research platforms
(Academia, Research.edu, etc.)
Research outputs’ compliance with FAIR principles of open data.
Citizen scientists’ participation and recognition in the scientific
output.

Scientific knowledge

N. of published articles/books/book chapters (multiplier for peerreviewed articles, impact factor)
N. of other scientific outputs (new specimen collections,
conservation outcomes, GitHub entries, etc)
N. of non-scientific publications
N. of theses
Citizen scientists’ participation and recognition in the scientific
output.
Self-reported level of interdisciplinarity

New research fields and
interdisciplinarity

N. of new research groups created
Sub-disciplines emerging
Ease access to knowledge that is otherwise hard to access

New knowledge resources Facilitate knowledge creation among societal actors and groups
Development of new data-gathering tools
Innovation in education

Innovation in academic or school curricula
Innovation in (other) educational/training methods

Table 4 ACTION scientific impact’s dimensions and Indicators/variables

Another adaptation that we made is to add interdisciplinarity as an explicit part of new research
structures (the second sub-dimension). We agree with Crain et al (2014) that citizen science has
substantial potential to increase the interdisciplinarity of science. In general, many citizen science
projects are already interdisciplinary in nature. But especially when we look at citizen science
projects with an environmental focus (which is the case for ACTION), integrating a natural science
perspective with a social perspective is at the core of these projects.
Table 4 reflects the sub-dimensions that we have adopted for scientific impact, and also shows their
translation into variables. The first sub-dimension - scientific knowledge - is a more traditional
scientific impact assessment and measures the number of publications (split up into different
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categories) and in addition includes a measure of the visibility of those publications. It also addresses
the amount of data generated by the project in terms of data points, as well as the quality of the data
(Kosmala et al. 2016) and its compliance with open science principles3.
The sub-dimension of new research fields and interdisciplinarity has three variables. Self-reported
level of interdisciplinarity refers to the extent to which the topic or content of the citizen science
project combines different existing disciplines (such as ecology and sound engineering), whereas
sub-disciplines emerging would be the creation of a new specific topic of a discipline, such as sound
engineering in aquatic media. The variable new research groups created is more institutional and
refers to bringing people together to form new research groups (that endure for a substantial amount
of time).
The new knowledge resources sub-dimension is about knowledge creation outside of academia and
has two variables. With ease access to knowledge that is otherwise hard to access (Shirk et al.,
2012) we mean knowledge that a particular community already has (such as how to care for their
local land) which the citizen science project makes more accessible to a wider community (Berkes
et al., 2000). Alternatively, a citizen science project could draw on large-scale networks, which would
also make knowledge accessible that is hard to access in more traditional scientific projects (Sullivan
et al. 2009). Facilitate knowledge creation among societal actors and groups refers to new
knowledge that a community can create together, supported by the citizen science project. This
knowledge creation can lead to increased self-governance, see sub-section 3.4. Last, development
of new data-gathering tools means that the project developed new tools for data gathering such as
air quality sensors, sound sensors, or software that helps with data-gathering.
Innovation in education translates into the variables innovation in curricula, and innovation in (other)
educational or training methods. While curricula refer to the content of the education, educational or
training methods are the manner of teaching or training.

3.2 Social impact
In the previous sub-section we discussed how to evaluate the impact of CS projects on science and,
more generally, on knowledge generation. For many projects, this represents their main goal and it
is one of the main direct impacts of CS.
However, as stated by Hacker and al. (2018a), CS can have an important impact also at social level:
“Citizen science can [...] positively influence society by providing opportunities for learning,
empowerment, enjoyment of nature, social engagement or enhanced scientific capital”.
In line with this, Kieslinger et al. (2017) suggest evaluating these elements both at individual level,
by considering the impact of CS on citizen scientists and at societal level. With reference to the
impacts at individual level they consider impacts in terms of acquisition of new knowledge, skills and
competencies, attitudes and values and behaviours and ownership. These three dimensions are
included also in our framework and an operationalisation of each of them, based on several sources,
is provided. At social level, they consider civic resilience, social cohesion and specific social impacts
related to the topics covered by individual CS projects. The underlined topics are present in our
framework too but are framed in a different way based on our experience in previous projects
(Passani et al., 2015; Nurmi et al., 2017). Indeed, we consider the impacts on communities,
especially looking at the capability of CS projects of promoting social inclusion and cohesion,
community empowerment and the increment in social relationships among participants, within the
research community and among local stakeholders. The impact of CS projects at societal level will

3

https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
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be considered mainly looking at all the areas of impacts together, especially considering the impact
at policy level and the transformative capability of the projects.
It is important to notice that social impact can vary and are mainly indirect impacts generated by the
acquisition of new knowledge and skills by participants and the diffusion of scientific reasoning and
methods at society level.
Coherently with this, in the social impact assessment we will discuss how the knowledge generated
and the process of its generation (social interaction) is able to influence on one hand citizens' way
of thinking and behaviours and, on the other hand, their social relationships and their capability to
act effectively at social level.
As said, another important aspect to be considered when talking about social impact is inclusiveness,
which is especially relevant for CS considering its link with open science. Indeed, as described by
Hacker and al. (2018a) innovation opportunities and access to science have been traditionally
accessible only by experts while CS open research and innovation to citizens, thus “making science
more inclusive”. If this is true for CS overall, it is important to evaluate the level of inclusiveness of
each CS project and consider who are the citizens scientists engaged from a demographic point of
view and also from a value-orientation point of view.
In this sense this framework will support CS projects to better consider their capability to engage
people of different ages, genders, cultural, educational and economic backgrounds and to see if
participants were already close to the values and “ethos” of the project. The latter aspect is crucial
as there is the risk to engage in CS projects citizens that are already sensitive to the topic addressed
by the project (pollution in the case of ACTION’s pilots) and, for example, already advanced in terms
of scientific literacy and trust in science.
Finally, another way to consider social impacts is by looking at the 10 principle of CS developed by
ECSA (Robinson et al., 2018) and focus on the third principle that says: “both the professional
scientists and the citizens scientists benefit from taking part” and see social impact assessment as
a way to describe how citizens benefit from participating in CS projects. In explaining the third
principle the following benefits are mentioned: learning opportunities, personal enjoyment, social
benefits, satisfaction through contributing to scientific evidence for example, to address local,
national and international issues and through that, the potential to influence policy”.
In order to cover as many as possible of this potential benefit the social impact assessment area is
articulated in 6 dimensions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community building and empowerment
Social inclusion
Researchers and research community growth and empowerment
Knowledge, skills and competences
Changes in way of thinking, attitude and values
Behavioural change

3.2.1 Working definition of social impact
This dimension considers how CS can support community creation, empowerment and
inclusiveness, the acquisition of new knowledge and skills by participants and how this can influence
way of thinking and behaviours.
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3.2.2 Social impact: ACTION dimensions and indicators
The tables below provide a snapshot of all the dimensions considered when looking at social impacts
and the associated indicators. The next sub-sections describe in more details each dimension.
Dimensions
Community building and
empowerment
Community building

Indicators
N. of citizens scientists engaged in project activities
Role of the citizen scientists in the participatory research
process
N. of awareness level/dissemination events organised
N. of participants to organised events
N. of persons/organisation reached through social media

Community empowerment

Level of interaction among citizen scientist
Changes in bonding social capital among citizen
scientists
Changes in bridging social capital among citizen
scientists
Changes in linking social capital
N. of new social relations established
Increase in the perceived quality of social relations
Self-assessment on project capability
to influence trust among participants
Project self-assessment of its
capacity to foster the creations
and the enlargement of local
communities/groups
Improvement in the self-perceived efficacy of citizen
scientists

Table 5 Social impact dimensions, community building and empowerment

Dimensions

Social Inclusion

Indicators
Percentage of participants belonging to
underrepresented social groups
Ration among age groups of participants
Male/female share among participants
Diversity of participants in terms of education level
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Diversity of participants in terms of income
Diversity of participants in terms of cultural differences
Diversity of participants in terms of value orientation
(materialistic/post materialistic)
Presence and description of a dedicated strategy for
social inclusion and diversity management
N. of new collaborations established with other
researchers/research organisations
Researchers and research
community growth and
empowerment

N. of new collaborations established with other
organisations (excluding research organisations)
Changes in researchers' career path
Changes in researchers' level of trust for citizens, other
CS managers and decision-makers

Table 6 Social impact dimensions, social inclusion and research growth

Dimensions
Indicators
Knowledge, skills and competences
N. of CS projects in which participants have been
enrolled/are enrolled
Probability to engage in CS projects in the future
Participation in cause-oriented initiatives (see political
impact)
N. of participants considering a scientific or
Motivation and interest for science and environmental-related carrier as a result of the project
(for student only)
the environment
N. of participants considering enrolling in life-learning
educational program related to science or environmental
studies (only for adults)
Changes in the interest for the specific topic covered by
the project
Changes in the interest in science related topics and
activities
Content, process and knowledge of the Changes in the understanding of the scientific method
nature of science
Changes in the understanding of the scientific process
Acquisition of new skills in the research design-related
activity
Skills of science inquiry

Acquisition of new skills in the data gathering- related
activities
Acquisition of new skills in the data curation- related
activities
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Acquisition of new skills in the data analysis- related
activities
Acquisition of new skills in the data interpretation- related
activities
Acquisition of new skills in shaping and commenting
results
Acquisition of new skills on impact assessment
Acquisition of new skills in communicating results
Acquisition of new skills in the valorization of project
results for policy making
Acquisition of new skills on project sustainability
Increment in technological literacy
Acquisition of new skills related to critical thinking
Project-specific disciplinary contents

to be elaborated on a project-by-project base
Changes in interpersonal communication related
competences
Change in the class social dynamics (only for school
class-based projects)

Soft skills

Changes in the capacity to collaborate (do it together)
Changes in the capacity to collaborative discuss (think it
together)
Changes in organisational/management related
competences
Table 7 Social impact dimensions, knowledge, skills and competences
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Dimensions

Indicators
Changes in way of thinking related to the
specific topic of the project. Index to be
selected/elaborated on a project-by-project
base

Changes in way of thinking, attitude and
values

Changes in way of thinking on environmental
issues/concerns (NEPS scale)
Changes in the way of thinking on science
(MATOSS index)
Changes at value level (post-materialistic index)
Impact on green consumption behaviours
Impact on project-specific related behaviours

Behavioural change

Changes in accessing green spaces and the
natural world
Table 8 Social impact dimensions, thinking, attitude, values and behavioral changes

3.2.3 Community building and empowerment
The term “community empowerment” emerged during the ’80 and is used in the community
psychology, health promotion and liberation education sectors (Laverack, and Wallerstein, 2001). It
needs to be defined from an operational point of view as it tends to be vague and difficult to measure.
The concept of community empowerment is very close and, in some sense, overlapping with terms
and concepts such as community capacity, community competences, social capital and community
cohesiveness. However, those may lack to point out the procedural aspects of community
empowerment and the dimension of power relationships and their changes (Laverack, and
Wallerstein, 2001).
In fact, an empowered community is a community able to act towards a common objective and to
promote the desired change. The guide for community empowerment developed by Community
Development
Exchange
(CDX)
and
Changes,
(http://www.iacdglobal.org/files/what_is_community_empowerment.pdf) defines an empowered
community as a community, which is:
•
•
•
•
•

influential,
organised,
confident,
inclusive and
co-operative.

Within this dimension we will map the community created and the number of members, the level of
interaction among them and the improvement in terms of bonding, bridging and linking social capital
for them. Bonding social capital, as described by Robert Putman in his book Bowling Alone (2000),
refers to the relationship within a group, or better, is the social capital owned by a person when she
links with persons similar to her, people that belong to the same social group, location, or which
share common values and attitudes. Bridging social capital, instead, refers to the capability to get in
touch with people from different social groups, communities or with different values and attitudes.
Finally, scholars at the World Bank (Healy et Cote, 2001) added the concept of linking social capital
to describe relationships among people or institutions at different levels of societal power hierarchy
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and this can be of interest when discussing community empowerment both for citizens and for citizen
science managers.
Another element of social capital that will be considered is the level of trust among community
members (Putnam, 2000), which is shown to have an important role in community agency and also
in individual commitment in pro-environmental actions (Meyer and Liebe, 2010).
We will also analyse how participating in the CS activities might influence the perceived efficacy of
participants, i.e. the perception of being able to learn a specific content, to perform a specific
behaviour and to act towards a defined goal (Bandura, 1982). Self-efficacy affects individuals’
decisions, behaviours, and persistence in activities (Bandura 1982, 2000; Schunk 1991; Healy et al,
2001). In this sense being able to increase citizen scientists’ self-perceived efficacy can have an
important impact on community empowerment and it can influence their capability to act at social
level in a proactive way, in promoting sustainable changes and in continues their involvement in
science and learning4.
The aspect of inclusiveness is covered by a dedicated dimension described in the next sub-section.
The organisational aspects are covered only partially by this dimension, while more attention on this
is present in the political impact part (see sub-section 3.4).

3.2.4 Social inclusion
This dimension considers to what extent CS pilots contribute to reduce social exclusion at local level
by engaging people belonging to category marginalised or at risk of social exclusion such as people
belonging to minorities, low income families, elders and people with disabilities.
This also considers if the project is engaging people of different age groups, social and cultural
background, educational level and income levels. As mentioned in the introduction to this section,
inclusion of all in science is a key goal for CS and ACTION - within its accelerator - is providing
specific guidance to tackle this aspect. Therefore, it is important to gather enough data on this aspect
and consider how CS projects are doing with reference to diversity management considering this a
crucial element for the democratisation of science. As mentioned earlier, indeed, “It is important to
consider who participates in CS programs—who learns and who is supposed to learn. This may
have broader social implications. If participants belong to the educated part of society, as often
seems the case (e.g. Evans et al., 2005), CS may reinforce social inequalities. CS programs enrolling
participants from less-educated backgrounds may help address inequalities (e.g., Gura, 2013)” Bela
et al (2016:993).
Finally, we will also consider how diversified participants are in terms of values and opinions and
attitudes towards science and the environment (see sub-section 3.2.5).

3.2.5 Researchers and research community growth and empowerment
Like the reasoning described above for the community building and empowerment dimension (subsection 3.2.1), we will explore here how and to what extent CS projects help researchers in enlarging
their collaboration network, in developing their research path and in acquiring new competences.
We will also consider if managing or participating in a CS project can influence the level of trust
between scientists, the public and project managers (Jordan et al., 2011) and we suggest adding
“decision makers” in this sub-dimension as they are also relevant stakeholders of the CS process

4

We will see in sub-section 3.24 that several authors include self-efficacy as one of the learning outcomes of CS and
include this sub-dimension under the “learning” label. We prefer to have it in the Community empowerment dimension
moving from an individual to a community-level analysis
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both as “users” of the new knowledge developed by project and as supporters of CS through
dedicated programme and funding schemas.

3.2.6 Knowledge, skills and competencies
As described already by Brossard et al. in 2005, impact on participants’ learning levels, such as
gains in scientific knowledge or scientific skills are common. This is one of the social dimensions that
have been discussed the most in the debate on CS impact assessment (Bonney et al, 2009;
Tweddles et al., 2012; Phillips et al., 2014) and several approaches have been developed and tested.
At the same time, as stated by the U.S. Committee on Designing Citizen Science to Support Science
Learning (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2018: 17) “While the few
available investigations are compelling, they do not provide enough evidence to make definitive
statements about learning from citizen science”. However, the publication identifies a variety of
learning outcomes and notices that “Some of these outcomes, such as developing motivation and
learning new scientific skills, are relatively common within the activities and practices that are
common across all citizen science projects. Others, such as encouraging the development of
scientific reasoning, come only with significant supports and scaffolds that are less ubiquitous” (ivi:
120).
The same publication based on an extensive literature review, identify and discuss 6 CS learning
outputs that are:
● Motivation and interest
● Use of scientific tools and practices
● Learning project-specific disciplinary contents
● Developing understanding of explanatory scientific concept
● Identity in science
● Scientific reasoning
The authors describe each output considering different CS projects and providing examples on how
these outcomes can be achieved. While most of the outputs listed above are self-explanatory,
“identity in science” deserves few words as it refers to how participants' socio-demographic
characteristics come into play in CS projects and how they should be considered when designing
CS projects. These aspects, in our framework, are covered by the dimension “inclusion” described
above.
Philips at al., (2018) elaborate a framework for CS projects learning outputs which consider the
following aspects:
● Interest in science and environment
● Self-efficacy for science and the environment
● Motivation for science and the environment
● Content, process and knowledge of the nature of science
● Skills of science inquiry
● Behaviour and stewardship
The Figure 8 below offers an overview of the above-mentioned aspects and related definitions.
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Figure 8 Framework for Articulating and Measuring Individual Learning Outcomes from Participation in Citizen
Science. Source (Philips at al,. 2018)

Considering now the ACTION framework, elaborating on the two above-mentioned frameworks and
considering the experience maturated in previous project and in the first 18 months of the ACTION
project, we will consider the following sub-dimensions:
•
•
•
•
•

Impact on motivation and interest for science and the environment
Content, process and knowledge of the nature of science5
Skills of science inquiry
Project-specific disciplinary contents
Soft skills

We will focus on “Impact” on “Motivation and interest” because our framework is not aimed at
analysing the motivations and interest of citizens for the CS activities or for science and the
environment in general when first engaging in the CS activities. In other terms, this framework does
not wish to ask questions such as: “Why do citizens participate in CS?” “What is their interest in
science and the environment?”. These aspects, which are for sure crucial as an intervening variable
in the learning processes (see Philips at al., 2018), are indeed covered by other research activities
in ACTION (see WP5).
What we are here interested in investigating is if and to what extent the CS projects influence
participants’ motivation in doing CS or similar research-related activities and their interest in science
and for the environment. This way of approaching “motivation and interest” is aligned with that of
Kieslinger et al, 2018).
“Self-efficacy” aspects are included under the dimension “community building and empowerment”
(see sub-section 3.2.1) and “stewardship” is discussed under “political impact” (see sub-section 3.4).
5

Nature of science “refers to understanding the epistemological underpinnings of scientific knowledge and how it is
generated” Philips at al., 2018
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The main driving reason for having these aspects under different dimensions is related to the fact
that the ACTION framework does not focus only on learning outcomes as the two frameworks
considered above and that it considers impacts not only at individual level, but also at
community/societal level.
With reference to “Skills of science inquiry” we operationalised this sub-dimension considering the
steps of the participatory science process elaborated by ACTION in the last months (see Roman wt
al., 2020) and that will form the base of the ACTION CS toolkit. Some of the steps have been
aggregated in order to simplify the reasoning.
Finally, we added “learning of soft skills” because, considering the interactive and collaborative
nature of CS projects, participants and CS managers can improve their interpersonal communication
skills, their capability to collaborate and within a classroom setting a CS project can contribute to
change the internal dynamics.

3.2.7 Changes in way of thinking, attitude and values
Under this sub-dimension we will investigate the project impact on participants’ opinions and attitude
towards the specific topic of the project (i.e. water pollution), environment and towards science; then
we will map participants' values.
The interest in investigating these aspects is based on, among others, Straughan and Roberts (1999)
that argue that psychographic characteristics, such as citizens’ attitudes, interest and opinions, are
the most important ones in predicting green and pro-environmental behaviours which are linked to
the ACTION focus on pollution (this sub-dimension is linked with the following one, Impact on
behavioural change and can help predicting changes in behaviours that are might be not observable
at the time of the impact assessment). We are interested to see if CS participants show a proenvironmental and pro-science way of thinking before starting the CS activities (see inclusiveness
dimensions, sub-section 3.2.2) or if the activities are able to influence their opinions and attitudes
towards the environment and towards science. For this sub-dimension, indeed an ex-ante and expost assessment approach will be followed.
In investigating psychographic characteristics of participants according to their environmental
concerns at operational level, we will make reference to the New Ecological Paradigm Scale Items
(NEPS) (see D9.2) which propose 15 items mapping 5 hypothesized facets of an ecological
worldview and ask respondents to agree or disagree on them using a 5 points Likert Scale (Dunlap
et al., 2000).
In considering opinion and attitudes towards science we make reference to the (M)ATOSS approach
(Brossard et al., 2005) which proposes a set of 4 items on a 5 points Likert scale and will support us
in positioning respondents on a scale from anti-scientific position to pro-science positions.
When considering opinions on the specific topic covered by a CS project (i.e. water quality, air
quality, etc) we will search for already-existing indexes first and, if not available, will propose an open
question or elaborate an ad hoc index.
Finally, looking at values, we refer to the materialist vs post-materialistic conceptualisation (Inglehart,
1990, 1995, 1997) using the 6 items post-materialistic index of the World Value Survey
(https://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/WVSContents.jsp). Such an index will support us in considering
if people engaged in CS projects show more materialist values (e.g. economic growth, price stability)
as opposed to post-materialistic values (freedom and self-realization). Indeed, post-materialist
values showed to be positively linked to environmental concern (Franzen and Volg, 2013) and
political participation and we are interested to see if ACTION pilots are influencing participants' value
orientation in this sense. It is important to underline that value changes are difficult to happen in the
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short term but still, it is interesting in mapping these aspects of citizen scientists also in terms of
group composition and group diversity (see “inclusiveness dimensions” in sub-section 3.2.4).

3.2.8 Behavioural change
In the last dimension of the social impact area we investigate if the CS projects are able to influence
participants behaviours particularly looking at pro-environmental behaviours and behaviours directly
linked with the CS topic (i.e. home waste management in a project working on composting). Finally,
following Skirk et al. (2012) we will investigate if participating in CS projects can “deepen the contact
with the natural world” (Skirk et al., 2012).
Considering changes on environmental behaviours we will build on Roberts (1996) and its
Ecologically Conscious Consumer Behaviour (ECCB) items and purpose of a shorter version of it
which include 30 items. We will also consider the engagement in pro-environmental groups and
actions as part of the policy impact assessment and include a question on eventual increments in
outside activities and engagement with the natural world. The changes related to project-specific
behaviours will be investigated following a case by case approach searching for already available
index first and, if not available, we will propose an open question or elaborate an ad hoc index.

3.3 Economic impact
The most difficult impact to assess in a CS project is the economic impact. In fact, CS projects have
the main purpose to enhance scientific knowledge and promote, in a direct or indirect way, social
and civic resilience. The economic aspect is not the principal goal of this kind of project, as confirmed
by the ongoing interaction with ACTION’s pilots, but it doesn’t mean it’s not important as well,
especially considering the need to foster the sustainability of the initiatives (see D7.4).
Several toolkits which assess the costs and benefits of volunteering already exist, but they are not
focused on CS specifically, so that a toolkit dedicated to this domain is still missing.
Nevertheless, the report “Citizen Science and Environmental Monitoring: Towards a Methodology
for Evaluating Opportunities, Costs and Benefits”, by Blaney et al. (2016), represents an important
point of reference. The authors, in fact, offer support to stakeholders, especially public bodies, for
evaluating the costs and benefits of CS from an economic perspective. The authors undertook a
literature review to summarize and categorize existing methodologies for evaluating CS focusing on
projects contribution to environmental monitoring. They found 20 relevant documents; on which basis
they made a list of methods used to assess the economic impact of CS.
They consider and discuss strengths and weaknesses of 9 methods, both quantitative and qualitative
including Replacement Value, Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA), Return on Investment (ROI), Social
Return on investment (SROI), multi-criteria analysis (MCA) and others. All these methods share the
characteristics of expressing the economic impact of a CS project with a single value (being
monetary or not) that consider various impacts, including social ones.
However, this is not the scope of the ACTION framework: we want to propose a modular framework
to CS stakeholders so that each area of impact can be assessed separately. To this end, the
economic impact area will consider the economic and financial benefits of CS projects, but will not
“translate” social, political or environmental impacts in monetary terms. Consequently, we will not, at
least at this stage, apply CBA, ROI, SROI and MCA methods even if those could be re-considered
in the next stages of the ACTION project, especially when assessing the overall impact of ACTION.
In our framework we consider the following dimensions:
● Impact on employment
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●
●
●

Cost saving
Income and revenue generation for leading organisations
Economic impact on the local communities

3.3.1. Working definition of economic impact
This dimension explores if and to what extent CS can have a positive impact on CS leaders’
organisations and participants in terms of employment, cost saving and financial empowerment of
local communities.

3.3.2 Economic impact: ACTION dimensions and indicators
The Table 9 below provides a snapshot of all the dimensions considered when looking at economic
impact and the associated indicators. The next sub-sections describe in more details each
dimension.
Dimensions

Indicators

Impact on employment

Number of new job places created within the leading
organisation
Number of participants that change or get a new job place
as a result of the CS project
Average number of hours dedicated to the project for
volunteer

Cost saving

Number of hours dedicated to citizens' engagement and
support
Number of new or improved product created

Income and revenue generation

Number of new services created or improved
Revenue generated by each of the new or improved
products

Economic impact on the local
community

To be elaborated on a project-by-project base

Table 9 Indicators and variables for economic impact of citizen science

3.3.3 Impact on employment
This dimension will investigate if the CS projects are able to generate new job places within the
leader organisations (for example increasing the number of employees with citizens engagement
competences) or among participants as a result of new competencies and skills acquired during the
CS activities (Blaney et al. 2016).
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3.3.4. Cost saving
This dimension addresses the question: “to what extent does the project produce cost or time saving
for local stakeholders, for example the Municipality or the research community, by carrying out
activities that would be otherwise more expensive or impossible to perform?”.
Taking as an example a CS project engaging citizen in measuring air quality, the work carried out
by volunteers, might reduce the workload of paid employees within research organisations or in local
environmental agencies and municipalities providing a financial saving to these organisations. In
order to assess this financial impact of CS projects we will use, as suggested by Blaney et al. (2016),
the Volunteer Investment and Value Audit (VIVA) method. This method can be considered a ROI
estimating the value an organisation gains from their investment in volunteers’ engagement.
From a practical point of view this method considers how much would have cost to perform the tasks
carried out by volunteers if done by paid employees (Replacement Value of the volunteer work) and
divide it by the total financial cost of the organisation for supporting these volunteers (i.e. the costs
of the citizen science activity).
The Replacement Value of volunteer work can be accounted in different ways; considering the type
of work carried out by citizens scientists in the ACTION’s pilots and the willingness to limit the amount
of information to be requested to them, we will use the following formula:
number of volunteer x average number of hours x average hourly wage (accordingly to gross
national average wages)

3.3.5. Income and revenue generation for leading organisations
Under this dimension we will consider if and to what extent the CS project under assessment
represented an opportunity to:
● Attract additional findings (may be thanks to the new collaborations established though it)
● Develop new products and/or services increasing the revenues of the organisation
● Improve the already existing products and/or services increasing the revenue of the
organisation.
In assessing the impact of new or improved products and services we will consider the actual
revenues and/or the potential revenues for a period of 3 years after the end of the CS project.

3.3.6. Economic impact on the local communities
This dimension will consider the direct or, most probably, indirect economic impacts on local
communities. Some CS initiatives, in fact, such as conservationary projects might improve the local
environment and positively impact the attractiveness of a locality; they might promote local tourism
by reducing pollution and might increase leaving conditions leading to an increase of local real estate
prices (for the benefits of owners).
These impacts can vary considerably from project to project so that at the present stage it is not
possible to anticipate how we will measure them. A case by case project approach will be followed
when analysing ACTION pilots and methods used will be reported in the next deliverables of WP6.

3.4 Political impact
Citizen science engages with political processes in several ways and can thus generate different
forms of political impact (Göbel et al., 2019; Turbé et al., 2019; Roger et al., 2019; Hecker et al.,
2019). Generally speaking, political impact of research occurs “when knowledge is transferred, that
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is, when decision-makers and/or social actors employ the published and disseminated results as the
basis for their policies and/or actions” (Reale et al., 2018: 300). It is closely related to social impact,
but distinct in that it specifically relates to the uptake of research results into policy processes,
political decisions and activities, including the political participation and empowerment of citizens)
(ibid.; Kieslinger et al., 2017; Turrini et al., 2018; Ponti and Craglia, 2020; Göbel et al., 2019).
Firstly, citizen science provides data for the development, implementation or monitoring of policies.
Citizen science can expand what gets measured, how, and for what purpose – for example by
tapping into distributed knowledge domains – which has helped to identify problems and promote
new solutions (Turbé et al., 2019; Ponti and Craglia, 2020; Hollow et al., 2015; Nascimento et al.,
2018). Specifically, citizen science enables the collection of a wide range of opinions and enhances
the societal relevance and acceptance of, as well as trust in policy measures (Hecker et al., 2019;
Hollow et al., 2015).
Secondly, citizen science provides scope for civic activation in political and policy-relevant debates
and decision-making processes (Hecker et al., 2019; Kieslinger et al., 2017; Turrini et al., 2018).
Citizen science can also empower citizens to develop and implement new solutions and prototypes,
spurring new forms of self-governance (Göbel et al., 2019) and relationships between and roles of
citizens and governments (Ponti and Craglia, 2020; Shanley et al., 2019).
Finally, citizen science can have an impact on how citizen science itself is supported by and
connected to policy (Hecker et al., 2019; Roger et al., 2019). Hecker et al. (2019) show through a
qualitative content analysis of 43 international policy documents that most documents emphasise
the many benefits that citizen science may provide for science, society and policy.
(Challenges for) assessing political impact of citizen science
The political impact of citizen science can unfold at different geographical levels: from local
community (e.g. neighbourhood scale), where local issues are frequently the motivation for citizen
science activities, through city level, where activities are driven by coordination and collaboration
between different groups, to regional, state/country level and finally to continental scale (Haklay,
2015). Additionally, there are different policy application areas, including environmental monitoring,
agriculture and food, urban planning, health, humanitarian support (ibid.) according to the specific
topic of the CS project.
While there is the widespread assumption that citizen science is useful in policy and political
processes, there is little detail of how projects have contributed, and the potential remains largely
untapped (Hollow et al., 2015; Shanley et al., 2019; Hecker et al., 2019). A survey of 503 citizen
science projects by the European Commission revealed a high variety of intended and realised
contributions to policy (European Commission, 2018a). A general challenge is the attribution of
political impact to a specific research project given the complexity of political processes (Reale et
al., 2018; Wiggins et al. 2018). Additionally, as citizen science is a relatively young field, evidence
for political impact is only emerging (Hecker et al., 2019).
Another challenge related to political impact is the political nature of citizen science itself: by
stimulating research on particular problems such as air pollution, projects can deflect attention of
citizens and policymakers from other problems (e.g. poverty reduction) (Sauermann et al., 2020).
Moreover, the solutions that are developed to address a focal problem may have negative
implications for some external stakeholders (ibid.). Similarly, citizen science projects could end up
engaging users that are already involved in political activities and in this way widening the gap with
not-engaged (Passani at al., 2014).
The citizen science community should therefore seek to evaluate their current citizen science
projects for their potential political impacts and in this way provide the scientific basis for current
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assumptions (Hecker et al., 2019). Political impact can be best measured through internal tracking
or other forms of direct monitoring by the parties involved, including political decision-makers and
citizen scientists, who are best informed about what counts as a meaningful policy or governance
outcome (Wiggins et al. 2018). Evidence briefings or participation in advisory committees on legal
practice and policy can help facilitate and assess political impact (Reale et al., 2018). It might also
be enlightening to see how expectations are met by policy’s steering activities, for instance how
citizen science is framed through governmental funding schemes and in different socio-cultural
contexts (Hecker et al., 2019). A systematic analysis of the political impacts of citizen science could
also reveal challenges and how to address them for example through improved integration of citizen
science into the policy cycle (ibid.).

3.4.1 Working definition of political impact
Political impact refers to the transfer and uptake of knowledge and results from citizen science in
political processes and actions. Political processes and actions include policy processes
(motivations, rationales and priorities, design, implementation and monitoring), empowerment of
citizens to participate and self-organise, and political support for citizen science.

3.4.2 Political impact: ACTION dimensions and indicators/variables
We selected four dimensions for assessing the political impact of citizen science initiatives; those
are reported, together with the related indicators in the table below.
Dimension

Indicator
Number of new/changed policies (e.g. regulatory,
management or conservation actions)
Agenda setting: number of new policy discourses and
problem definitions

Impact on policy process

Self-reported contribution to policy implementation and
enforcement
Self-reported contribution to monitoring and evaluation of
policy implementation
Number of policy recommendations produced by citizen
science project
Number of meetings/conferences organised/attended for
influencing policymakers
Political literacy: self-reported changes in the time spent by
individuals in getting informed about political issues

Political participation

Self-reported changes in engagement in political groups or
activities (e.g. party membership, work for candidates,
protesting, lobbying)
Self-reported changes in civic engagement (e.g. membership
in voluntary associations, charities or environmental groups)
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Active involvement in or creation of self-managed spaces for
DIY-science community projects
Self-governance

Active involvement in or creation of new civic society
organisations and/or informal groups created at the local
level
Number of political events (e.g. rallies) organised/attended for
involving wider actors
Change in policy support and funding for citizen science

Political support for citizen
science

Number of new partnerships between government decisionmakers/policymakers and citizen science initiatives and
organisations

Table 10 Indicators and variables for political impact of citizen science

3.4.3 Impact on policy processes
The contribution of citizen science outputs for policymaking, such as data and knowledge, has
already been widely recognised and elaborated (Göbel et al., 2019; Shanley et al.,, 2019; Bela et al.
2016; Nascimento et al., 2018). Citizen science interacts with and can contribute to each step of the
policy process: problem definition and agenda setting (identification of new issues or formulation of
new hypothesis about known issues), policy formation, policy implementation, enforcement and
compliance, and monitoring and evaluation (Turbé et al., 2019). Specifically, citizen science enables
the collection of a wide range of opinions and enhances the societal relevance and acceptance of,
as well as trust in policy measures (Hecker et al. 2019; Hollow et al. 2015; Ponti and Craglia, 2020).
How citizen science initiatives influence policy processes
Impact on policy processes is achieved through the mobilisation of knowledge and information for
policymaking. Citizen science projects collect large amounts of data, including tapping into
distributed knowledge domains and previously untapped and local or experiential knowledge (Ponti
and Craglia 2020; Hollow et al. 2015) (see impact on science, in Section 3.1). This data provides
policymakers and politicians with an evidence base to address (new) problems (Turbé et al. 2019;
Wiggins et al. 2018). Access to citizen science generated data is often considered cost-efficient
(Ponti and Craglia, 2020). Furthermore, governments often do not have the type and extent of data
provided through citizen science (Ponti and Craglia, 2020).
Influencing policy processes requires linking the collected data to existing policy agendas and
processes (Hecker et al., 2019; Groom et al. 2019; Ponti and Craglia 2020). Citizen science activities
should iteratively and in an ongoing way link to policy-making processes, for example by involving
policy makers and civil servants in the citizen science project design to communicate policy needs
for data and knowledge (Göbel et al., 2019). Reports and policy briefs as outputs of citizen science
initiatives can serve as instruments for policy engagement (ibid.).
New or changed policies
Firstly, we can assess the impact of a citizen science initiative on policy processes in terms of the
likelihood that the data from the citizen science project were effectively used for new or changed
policy (e.g. regulatory, management or conservation actions) (Turbé et al., 2019; Wiggins et al.,
2018; Kieslinger et al., 2017). For example, Andrews et al. (2019) describe how federal managers
changed regulation of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) as a result of a citizen science project that
involved the recreational fishing community in Puget Sounds, Washington State, USA. Similarly,
Rome and Lucero (2019) showcase how citizen scientists played a critical role in both collecting and
conveying information to make the case for policy change.
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Agenda setting: new policy discourses and problem definitions
Citizen science also contributes to the problem definition and agenda setting stage of the policy cycle
by triggering new policy discourses and concerns regardless of the policy goals at which it was
initially directed (Schade et al. 2017; Bela et al. 2016). Turbé et al. (2019) highlight how citizen
science has supported the identification of new environmental problems, such as farmland birds
declines, and has promoted issues such as pesticide use and intensive farming practices on the
policy agenda. In another citizen science project – Botellon no me deja dormir – local residents were
able to demonstrate how noise pollution was not a perception but a real problem. Thish helped to
objectivise a previously considered subjective level of noise tolerance (Barcelona, Spain) (Ponti and
Craglia, 2020).
Policy implementation and enforcement
Citizen science can support policy implementation and enforcement, for example by reporting
breaches to relevant authorities, raising awareness and civic mobilisation for action (Turbé et al.
2019; Andrews et al. 2019; Owen and Parker 2018).
Monitoring and evaluation of policy implementation
Citizen science contributes to monitoring and evaluation of policies. Citizen science can especially
address the data limitations of traditional monitoring programmes and to allow evaluation of the
impacts of a policy decision (Turbé et al., 2019; Göbel et al., 2019; Nascimento et al. 2018).
According to Turbé et al. (2019), there is evidence that several citizen science monitoring
programmes have been instrumental in informing the designation of protected areas (e.g. eBird,
Seasearch). The Common Farmland Bird Index is another example of recognised citizen science
indicators for biodiversity monitoring in Europe to assess the impacts of the Rural Development
Plans (Eurostat 2019).

3.4.4 Political participation
Citizen science can empower members of the public to get involved in political and policy-relevant
processes and to gain interest, trust and knowledge that is needed to do so (Ballard et al., 2017;
Hecker et al. 2019; Turrini et al. ,2018; Ponti and Craglia, 2020). As such, citizen science is attributed
to foster political participation, which refers to activities that aim to directly or indirectly influence
government action or shape the life of a community (Passani et al., 2014).

How citizen science initiatives influence political participation
Citizen science empowers citizens by involving them in decision-making processes and raising
awareness and knowledge (Turrini et al., 2018; Kieslinger et al., 2017; Göbel et al., 2019). Citizen
science is a form of knowledge co-production that fosters profound interaction between science,
policy and society. Critical for such processes is to foster shared ownership and trust among the
participants, and in this way to create a common sense of commitment (Kieslinger et al., 2017). This
also requires capacity building of public authorities and science actors to engage with citizens on
science and innovation, leading to better co-production and long-term public engagement activities
after the end of a project (Göbel et al., 2019).
Political interest and literacy
Citizen science initiatives contribute to fostering political interest and knowledge (Turrini et al., 2018;
Kieslinger et al., 2017; Hecker et al., 2019). This manifests in changes in the time spent by individuals
in getting informed about political issues, as well as changes in the topics addressed (Passani et al.,
2014).
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Engagement in political groups or activities
Secondly, the participation in a citizen science initiative can promote engagement in political groups,
activities or organisations. This engagement can be diverse, including e.g. party membership, work
for candidates, taking part in demonstrations and protests, raising issues in the news media,
communicating about political issues with others, initiating or signing a petition (Kieslinger et al. 2017;
Passani et al., 2014).
Civic engagement
Next to political engagement, citizen science initiatives can also promote civic engagement. This can
include e.g. membership in voluntary associations, charities or environmental groups to enhance the
life of a community (Kieslinger et al. 2017; Passani et al. 2014; Hecker et al. 2019).

3.4.5 Self-governance
Citizen science can help experimenting with new forms of governance through which local groups
self-manage environmental resources or design new solutions to deal with real world problems
(Göbel et al., 2019; Ponti and Craglia, 2020). Self-governance means that a group independently
exercises all necessary functions of regulation or services without intervention from an external
authority (Driessen et al., 2012). It results in a decentralisation of governance towards local levels
involving affected members of the public, who can directly implement changes, and can thus be a
resource for political action (Göbel et al., 2019). For example, some citizen science projects have
become places for communal activities and social action with potential for developing new practices
around data collection, processing and use (Ponti and Craglia, 2020). Similarly, Nascimento et al.
(2018) link this to the do-it-yourself movement: a ‘DIY scientist’ is someone who “tinkers, hacks,
fixes, recreates and assembles objects and systems in creative and unexpected directions, […]
doing science outside conventional university or lab settings, and instead in makerspaces, Fab Labs,
Hackerspaces, techshops, innovation and community-based labs, or even in their homes, garages
or schools” (Nascimento et al., 2018: p. 236). Although currently marginal, this can bring about new
thinking and practices, not only enriching science and policy but also empowering citizens and
communities (ibid.).
How citizen science initiatives influence self-governance
Similar to political participation, promoting self-governance relies on open interaction between
actors, the creation of trust and shared ownership and empowerment of participants (Hecker et al.
2019; Göbel et al., 2019). Important is that citizen scientists are aware of the phases involved in the
process and know what the end goal is (Ponti and Craglia, 2020).
Creation of organisations and spaces for DIY-science community projects or other civic society
organisations and/or informal groups at the local level
We assess whether a citizen science initiative contributes to the creation of new spaces and
organisations (e.g. grassroot initiatives) for DIY-science community projects, which implement
innovative prototypes to solve real world problems without requiring policy involvement. This is
facilitated by open source software and hardware, digital maker practices and open design that can
be used by local communities to appropriate their own technological sensing tools (Nascimento et
al. 2018). Göbel et al. (2019) illustrate how a citizen science workshop in Madrid involved designers
and artists working together for two weeks to develop innovative prototypes to solve issues around
urban mobility. Such space thus resulted in diverse prototypes that were exhibited to the public at
the end, including a prototype that allows people to map potholes in their city, a bike-based pirate
communication system, and a game for people to experiment with reducing air pollution. Another
example for a new form of space through technology is the Public Laboratory for Open Technology
and Science that includes techniques for civic mapping and water quality monitoring, which can be
implemented independently by communities (Gabrys et al., 2016; Rey-Mazón et al., 2018; cf. Göbel
et al., 2019).
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Involvement of wider actors through public events
Often, the developed prototypes are born out of activism in the face of environmental problems and
aim at civic mobilisation (Göbel et al., 2019). Applying the prototypes more widely does not require
explicit approval from local authorities, scientists or the government but the active involvement of
members of the public or interest groups (ibid.). Thus, we examine the extent of wider actors involved
through public events (e.g. rallies).

3.4.6 Political support for citizen science
Citizen science initiatives can also have political impact by enhancing political support for citizen
science itself. This addresses the regulation of citizen science as part of policies for advancing
research technology and innovation (Göbel et al. 2019). Impact political support can become visible
in form of supportive citizen science programmes and policies and new institutional structures within
governments (Roger et al. 2019).
How citizen science initiatives influence political support for citizen science
Citizen science initiatives can engage in focused efforts to increase visibility and credibility of and to
strategically position citizen science as a method for addressing policy goals and priorities, public
events and policy platforms. Important for this is fostering exchange and networking between
decision-makers, citizen science project leaders and practitioners (Shanley et al., 2019; Roger et al.,
2019; Turbé et al., 2019; Fritz et al., 2019). In addition, citizen science initiatives need to create trust
in their data quality and thus citizen science as a legitimate approach for doing research. Especially
resistance to change and scepticism from government officials need to be addressed (Turbé et al.,
2019; Hecker et al. 2019). Overall, it needs to be noted that changes in political support for citizen
science are likely the result of pressures from multiple actors and initiatives and complex social and
political negotiations (Hecker et al. 2019).
Policy support and funding for citizen science
Firstly, we assess whether the citizen science initiative achieves increased policy support and/or
funding for citizen science. This includes the uptake of citizen science as a policy mechanism to
achieve policy objectives, for example in funding calls or citizen science programmes (Göbel et al.
2019; Roger et al. 2019). An alignment of the citizen science initiatives with the priorities of decisionmakers which will increase the likelihood of the adoption of citizen science (Fritz et al. 2019). In this
reading, citizen science becomes a policy instrument that due to its many forms and functions can
contribute to different policy goals and agendas (Göbel et al. 2019). Citizen science initiatives can
also provide models of good practice that can be replicated in further policies and funding schemes
(Fritz et al. 2019).
Partnerships between governments and citizen science initiatives and organisations
Citizen science initiatives can foster partnerships with governments. These can be lasting and formal
partnerships but also more informal collaborations and policy-engagement activities to engage with
policy makers who are responsible for creating and implementing laws and other rules that regulate
research, science communication and science education (Shanley et al. 2019; Göbel et al. 2019).
The main aim is to connect the citizen science practitioner community with decision-makers to
demonstrate the validity and benefits of citizen science (Göbel et al. 2019; Hecker et al. 2018). For
example, match-maker events or roundtables could be organised to foster exchange and networking
between decision-makers and project leaders (Turbé et al. 2019; Göbel et al. 2019). Important is the
issue of representation of professional versus volunteer practitioners, which requires considering
day and time to hold such events, availability of travel cost support etc. (Göbel et al. 2019).
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3.5 Environmental impact
Especially for citizen science projects on pollution, environmental impact is a very relevant area of
impact. We agree with McKinley et al. (2017) when they state that “citizen science can improve
conservation efforts, natural resource management, and environmental protection” (p.15). The ways
in which it can do so vary from providing scientific knowledge to inspiring social and political action.
In this sense, environmental impact can be achieved in tandem with most of the other dimensions in
the impact assessment framework. However, because of its importance, especially in the field of
pollution, we chose to give it more prominence in the ACTION framework than for example Kieslinger
et al. (2017).
We did use the general distinction that Kieslinger et al. made between direct and indirect impact.
With direct impact, we mean actions done in the context of the citizen science project that have an
impact on the environment, such as changing policies, saving species, or convincing a company to
lower their polluting activities. By indirect impact, we mean a change in behaviour, awareness, views,
or responsibility of participants or other stakeholders in the project (see social impact, sub-section
3.2). Arguably, this change would also lead to an impact on the environment, for example by making
people aware of the polluting nature of pesticides, they would use them less in their garden. In
addition, indirect impact could come from new policies or regulations that have been instituted thanks
to the project’s outputs or activities (see political impact, sub-section 3.4 for more on how citizen
science can impact policy).

3.5.1 Working definition
This dimension considers how the project can contribute to the conservation of natural assets,
support pollution reduction or have another positive impact on the environment. This can be by
directly reducing pollutants or emissions or by saving species. Alternatively, the project can have an
indirect effect, by raising awareness, changing behaviours, supporting the development of new
policies or strengthening community participation in environmental issues.

3.5.2 Environmental impact: ACTION dimensions and indicators
In order to do justice to the various forms of pollution and to make the environmental impact more
substantial, we created six sub-dimensions, see table below. The first five were inspired by Wunder
et al. (2019).
Wunder et al. (2019) developed a systematic framework for assessing the sustainability of civil
society activities based on a review of scientific papers as well as 14 existing assessment systems
(including e.g. the German sustainability strategy, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)). The
framework is targeted towards a diverse audience – including policymakers, researchers and
practitioners – to (self-)evaluate the sustainability of initiatives. Despite the focus on civil society
initiatives and activities, the framework was meant to be a generic and uniform starting point for
sustainability assessments in different contexts. In addition, the framework is a good fit to evaluate
the environmental impact of citizen science initiatives, because it is explicitly directed at actors
without a thorough knowledge of sustainability evaluations and requires little data collection – it thus
ensures easy application.
The assessment framework applies a broad understanding of sustainability following both the
Brundtland Commission, including social, environmental and economic dimensions (WCED 1987),
and the planetary boundaries (Rockström et al. 2009; Steffen et al. 2015). The latter implies that the
assessment should not only consider local impacts but effects on global sustainability to account for
potentially negative effects and trade-offs (Wunder et al. 2019).
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For our purposes, we have only adapted the environmental assessment criteria, which include
criteria on common environmental goods, climate, biodiversity, soil, water and air. The environmental
criteria are already included in most of the assessment systems that were reviewed by Wunder et
al. (2019). This indicates their overall relevance and applicability, also for our purposes.
Dimension
Indicators
Direct reduction emissions
Impact on ecosystem
Indirect reduction emissions
Impact on biodiversity

Direct improvement biodiversity
Indirect improvement biodiversity
Direct improvement soil

Impact on soil quality

Indirect improvement soil
Direct improvement water

Impact on water quality

Indirect improvement water
Direct improvement air quality

Impact on air quality

Impact on health

Indirect improvement air quality
Direct influence health
Indirect influence health
Table 11 Environmental impact dimensions and indicators

With impact on ecosystem we mean reducing emissions such as methane, nitrous oxide, ammonia,
CFC, CO2, sulfur hexafluoride and nitrogen trifluoride. Ways of doing this would be the promotion of
everyday practices with a lower ecological footprint, or active carbon storage.
Impact on biodiversity entails reducing the degradation of natural habitats, halting the loss of
biodiversity or preventing the extinction of threatened species.
Impact on soil quality means to increase soil quality by reducing pollution and contamination, and/or
by increasing its buffer function, filter function, habitat function, or production function.
Impact on water quality entails reducing pollution and contamination or by saving water usage.
With impact on air quality we mean reducing pollution and contamination from for example fine dust,
carbon monoxide, ozone, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen, dioxide.
By the sixth dimension - impact on health - we mean increasing people's health or preventing illness.
We added this dimension based on the feedback received of one citizen science project that worked
with noise pollution. They do have an impact on the environment, but their impact does not fit within
the other sub-dimensions. Their reduction of noise pollution has an influence on the health of the
population affected by the noise, which means we have added impact on health as a sub-dimension
of environmental impact.
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The sub-dimensions will be measured with ad-hoc methods that fit the citizen science project in
question. Most often, these measurements will be done by the citizen science projects themselves.
For example, a project about air pollution will measure air quality throughout the project, which
means we can compare the air quality at the start of the project to the air quality at the end to see
whether there have been any improvements.

3.6 Transformative potential
This dimension assesses the transformative potential of a project in its context, i.e. the degree to
which the project can help to challenge, alter, or replace dominant institutions and structures. A
project has transformative potential by being radical, iconic, catalysing, timely, and by allowing for
learning. Improving these aspects would increase the chance that this project will have long-term
and long-lasting effects on society.
This dimension is different from the other five, in that it concerns a much longer-term impact –
something that we would only be able to measure years after the project. For the other dimensions,
there will be short-term outcomes and long-term impacts, but transformative impact would only be
visible in the very long-term, as it is about system change. In order to have an idea of the potential
now, we have developed a metrics and an associated tool. The concept of transformative potential
has its roots in the field of sustainability transitions (Loorbach et al. 2017), and more specifically,
strategic niche management (Kemp et al. 1998, Schot et al. 2008), the technological innovation
systems approach (Markard and Truffer 2008, Smith and Raven 2012), and transformation research
(Hölscher et al. - under review).
Transformative potential reflects the extent to which we expect that the project contributes to
changing the regime. By the regime we mean business as usual, or the current system. For example:
cars as the main mode of transport, and gas and oil as the main sources of energy. A niche, on the
other hand, is a space for radical innovation that challenges the status quo. For example: bike
sharing and public transport, renewable energy, etc. As Hölscher et al. (2020) put it, the
transformative potential of a niche innovation “is visible in the extent to which it questions, changes
or challenges (elements of) dominant regimes (e.g. user behaviour, technical components, market
structures)” (p.25).
We see citizen science as a niche activity that has the potential to change how science is currently
practiced. At the moment, the institutional context of science is that universities are the main or only
place where science happens, and it is common practice that scientists do science and then tell their
results to policy makers and other citizens. Citizen science challenges this regime by showing how
science can be done by both scientists and citizens and there is participation from citizens from the
beginning. As Turrini et al. put it: “the development of more citizen science formats that involve the
public into the whole scientific process could foster innovation at a systemic level” (2018 p.184, see
also Fernandez-Gimenez et al. 2008, Jordan et al. 2012, Bela et al. 2016).
This potential to change the scientific system is linked to the scientific impact indicators, especially
those that focus on changing the institutional structures of academia. But citizen science also has
the potential to transform other systems, such as the energy system, mobility system, or problem
complexes such as biodiversity, because of the participatory way that citizen science is set up. For
example, citizen science could change how we govern environmental issues through environmental
democracy. Environmental democracy6 is the idea that “meaningful participation by the public is
critical to ensuring that land and natural resource decisions adequately and equitably address
6

https://www.wri.org/blog/2014/07/what-does-environmental-democracy-look
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citizens’ interests”. This is similar for energy systems and mobility systems, in the sense that radical
civic participation can contribute to system change7.
In order to exploit and assess this potential, we use a framework from the SIC Public Sector
Innovation Blog8 that focuses on five subdimensions, see Figure 9 and Table 12 below

Figure 9 Framework to assess transformative potential, SIC Public Sector Innovation Blog

7
8

https://proseu.eu/
https://www.silearning.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/6.transformative-impact-tool.pdf
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Subdimensions

Questions regarding the project

Radical

Is it fundamentally different from dominant practices (in the
local context)?
Does it “make the impossible possible”?
Does it “disrupt the norm”?

Iconic

Does it have a “wow effect”?
Does it have a communicative, symbolic value?
Does it have a clear vision?

Catalysing

Is it appealing/inviting, can people participate and get involved?
Does it pave the way for other projects?
Could it help break down what is currently the status quo?

Timely

Does it play into emerging trends?
Are there other initiatives, developments, and actors that can
support the project to grow and succeed?

Learning

Is it adjustable, scalable and/or flexible to different contexts
and across time?
Is there a focus on learning and reflection?
Table 12 Subdimensions framework to assess transformative potential

In this table we also see the questions that allow us to assess these sub-dimensions. These
questions are also part of the transformative impact tool, which is designed to stimulate learning and
critical reflection and in doing so, helps to identify actions and interventions that can increase the
transformative impact (see D6.2).
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3.7 How the framework will be applied to the ACTION project
As we mentioned in the previous sections of this document, the impact of ACTION as a project is
constituted by the sum of the impacts of its pilots, plus the impact generated by its outputs. Here
below we report the impact value chain of the ACTION project, already presented in sub-section 2.4.

Figure 10 ACTION impact value chain

Considering the project output and expected outcomes, we will aggregate the impacts of the ACTION
pilots for each of the five areas of impact considered. Then we will consider achievements and
benefits generated by outputs other than the CS pilots and we will apply the relevant indicators.
More specifically we will:
●

Apply the indicators of the scientific impact area to the scientific production of ACTION for
evaluating the new knowledge generated, its openness and the interdisciplinary work
conducted.

●

Apply the indicators of the dimension “Impact on policy process” and “political support for
CS” for evaluating the political impact of ACTION.

●

Apply the indicators of the dimension “community building and empowerment” for evaluating
the capability of the project to create and provide “value” to the CS and research community
engaged by the project.

Some of the indicators will need some adjustment in its operationalisation but, overall, changes
should be basically on the wording of the related data gathering tools (see D6.2).
Finally, we will consider the impact of the ACTION project on RRI through the application of the
MORRI indicator (see next section).
Project impact will be assessed in January 2021 and in January 2022
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4. Impact on SDGs and on RRI
In this section we will discuss how to link and enrich our impact assessment methodology with
references to the United Nation Sustainable Development Goals and how to investigate ACTION
achievements on Responsible Research and Innovation by referring to the MORRI indicators.
Both the approaches are more and more used worldwide and especially by the European
Commission so that carrying out these additional analyses could be useful for ACTION reporting and
for better communicating our project and pilots’ achievements to a wider audience.
However, both the approaches refer to national-level goals and achievements so that the challenge
is to find a suitable way to link pilots and project-level achievements to these macro/country-level
analyses.

4.1 CS contribution to SDGs
The United National Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) represent a framework for monitoring
the achievements at national and global level in the alleviation of key issues such as poverty, hunger,
and environmental degradation. The progress towards the 17 goals are assessed through 169
targets and 232 indicators.
Fritz et al. (2019) show that CS projects can be of help in measuring progress towards the targets of
the SGS by providing data not available from official statistics, complementing them and enriching
them. Also, Campbell et al, (2020) stress the potentialities of using data coming from CS for filling
the data gap related to UN SDGs and Fraisl et al. (2020) show how CS is already contributing by
providing data to several of the environmental-related targets.
This is for sure an interesting example on how CS can relate to SDGs, indeed providing data and
filling data gaps is an enabling input: without reliable and timely data it is impossible to know the
situation in a given territory and develop the needed actions for its improvement.
Within ACTION, however, we are also interested in describing how each pilot can help a territory in
improving its performance on specific SDGs targets. Lämmerhirt et al. (2018) mention, for example
that CS can develop several actions relevant for the achievements of the SDGs such as education,
community engagement, community-based problem solving, as well as improvement to public
services.
For tackling this dimension, we will consider if the ACTION pilots provide direct inputs to one or more
of the SDGs at local level and if they promote an innovation (including policy innovation) able to
contribute to SDGs target at regional, country or international level.
Summarising, for each of the ACTION pilot we will describe:
● The targets they address by providing useful data
● The targets they address with dedicated actions at local level
● The targets they address by providing innovation capable to provide an impact at
regional/national or international level

4.2 ACTON contribution to MoRRI indicators
MoRRI indicators have been developed by the MoRRI project9 in the 2014-2018 period and
represent the first RRI monitoring system in Europe. MoRRI approach includes more than 36
indicators of RRI and considers six key areas of Responsible Research and Innovation: gender
9

https://www.technopolis-group.com/morri/
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equality, science literacy and education, public engagement, ethics, open access, and governance.
The MoRRI system was meant to be a tool for monitoring European national R&I systems and the
indicators selected consider mainly formally recognised national research institutions. The first
challenge for ACTION, indeed, is to apply the MORRI indicators to an EU project, which does not
work as an R&I organisation, being constituted by multiple partners, in several countries and being
temporary in nature.
It is important to notice that the MoRRI indicators are currently under revision, thought a dedicated
EU project called SUPER MoRRI which goals are to:
•
•
•

“ensure continuation of cross-European data collection on the evolution and benefits of
Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI);
to advance beyond the MoRRI project by developing a proper scientific understanding of the
complex and diverse relationships between RRI policies and practices and their societal,
democratic, economic, and scientific benefits;
and to significantly improve the properties of the RRI monitoring system”.
(https://www.super-morri.eu/super-morri/)

The SUPER MoRRI project is also working on the challenge of linking the indicators to citizen science
and this topic was discussed in the recent annual event. In that event the diversity in nature and
scope of CS project was mentioned
And it was highlighter that “From the perspective of the SUPER MoRRI project, it is necessary to
reflect upon what kinds of citizen science work the framework which is developed should aim to
support. A framework to support ‘investigation projects’ may be irrelevant for, or even oppositional
to the needs of ‘action-oriented’ projects and vice versa”. Further the discussion recognised that “the
picture painted of citizen science is complex, deeply normative, and requires careful consideration”.
Considering the ongoing debate within SUPER MoRRI, we can attentive say that we will carry out a
qualitative analysis on how ACTION can contribute to the MoRRI indicators but we will, more
importantly, follow the evolution of the indicators by reinforcing our communication exchange with
the SUPER MoRRI project and take on board any advice or new/revised metrics especially
developed for CS projects. Another important point of reference for the ongoing debate on MoRRI
application to CS is the MICS project (Wenh et a., 2020b): the communication with them is ongoing
and the synergy on this aspect of the impact assessment could be very beneficial to ACTION.
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5. Data gathering and analysis
The methodology here described is operationalised through several data gathering instruments,
mainly questionnaires. They are administered to CS managers and, for certain dimensions, to citizen
scientists. The questionnaires developed and applied so by the impact assessment team (D6.2) are
uploaded
on
the
ACTION
open
data
portal
and
regularly
updated
(https://zenodo.org/record/3968460#.XyQRCB1S-u5 ).
The process of data gathering varies for each pilot, indeed we engage with ACTION’s project
partners and accelerator pilots in co-designing this process to assure that the data gathering process
and related tools are tailored to their needs.

5.1 Data gathering process
5.1.1 Canvas
Our first stage of data gathering is through the impact assessment canvas (see section 2 for a full
description, and Annex 2 for the canvas). We ask the pilot coordinator (CS project manager) to fill
out what areas of impact they expect from their project to be relevant and to provide the impact value
chain-related parts if the information is not already available to us from other sources (pilots activity
plan, monthly reports, etc).

5.1.2 One-to-one calls
The second stage is to have a one-to-one call with the pilot coordinator. The aim of this one-to-one
call is two-fold: to gather feedback on the impact methodology, to look at the areas of impact to see
if any should be changed or added. In the same call we plan the data gathering process with them,
looking at the timeline of their activities and how to best engage the citizen scientists in the process.

5.1.3 Questionnaires and interviews
Third, we develop the questionnaires and other methods of data gathering (focus group guidelines,
data gathering matrix, etc.) for the ACTION pilots (see D6.2 for the questionnaires that we have
developed thus far). The general set-up for these questionnaires is that we do an ex-ante
questionnaire at the start of the project and an ex-post questionnaire at the end of the project for the
dimensions for which this approach is relevant. Depending on the areas of impact that are relevant
for a specific pilot, they can do data gathering among project coordinators or with their citizen
scientists. For example, the number of publications can be assessed by the pilot coordinators, while
data about political participation has to be gathered from the citizens themselves.
The pilot coordinators are able to adapt the questionnaires to suit their project needs, for example
by shortening it or by adding other relevant questions.
In planning the data gathering activities one of the guiding principles is that of reducing the burden
for both pilot coordinators and citizen scientists so we try to merge our questionnaires with others (if
present) as much as possible and pre-fill the answer if information is available from other sources.
The questionnaires for citizen scientists are usually translated in the local language by the pilot
coordinator and are administered face to face or online according to the specific need of each pilot.
The ACTION impact assessment team supports the process by developing paper-based surveys or
online surveys as requested and in the languages needed.
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The questionnaire and data gathering spreadsheet targeting pilot coordinators are in English: they
are digital documents that the coordinators fill in in an autonomous way and send to the ACTION
impact assessment team.
5.1.4 Final interview with pilot coordinators
At the end of each pilot, a final impact assessment interview with the pilot coordinator is organised
in order to gather eventual missing information and for deeper understanding on specific aspects, if
needed. This will be also the occasion for discussing further the impact assessment methodology
and gathering feedback for its further improvement.
The data analysis is carried out by the ACTION impact assessment team and is described in the
next subsections.

5.1.5 Transformative impact diamond
The Transformative Impact tool follows a slightly different logic from the questionnaires. Indeed, it is
designed to stimulate learning and critical reflection, whereas the questionnaires’ main aim is to
measure impact. Nevertheless, the tool can and will be used in order to gain a better understanding
of the transformative impact of the project in relation to its context. The tool also helps to identify
actions and interventions that can increase the transformative impact, i.e. the degree to which the
initiative can help to challenge, alter, or replace dominant institutions and structures.
This tool will be used in the ex-post impact assessment phase; we will ask the pilot coordinator to fill
it in and then the content will be discussed in the final impact assessment interview mentioned above.

5.2 Data analysis
As mentioned in the previous sections, the ACTION impact assessment methodology is a qualiquantitative one so that we follow a mixed-methods approach in the data analysis (Cresswell, 2008).
Data will be analysed at pilot level first and then aggregated as indicated in subsection 5.2 in order
to evaluate the impact of ACTION as a project.
At the pilot level we will carry out a descriptive, mono-variate analysis for the quantitative data and
interpretative analysis for the qualitative ones: both will be done for each of the areas of impact
separately. We assess the impact of all the pilots that join our accelerator and that are part of the
ACTION consortium using an ex-ante/ex-post approach on several dimensions, which means that
we will be able to assess the added value provided by ACTION.
At the project level, we will conduct a descriptive analysis first. More specifically, the overall dataset
(including project and pilots’ data) will be analysed by a process of thematic analysis based on the
emerging themes considered to be relevant for describing and interpreting the investigated topic
(Fereday and Muir-Cochrane, 2006). The process for the identification of the emerging themes will
be based, first of all, on the five dimensions of our impact assessment methodology. We will also
analyse - data allowing - correlations between demographic and psychographic variables and
observed outcomes by comparing the results of the various pilots. The data gathered during the
impact assessment activities will be enriched by the information gathered as part of the accelerator
evaluation activities that will help us in understanding the impact of ACTION activities on the different
pilots.
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5.3 Expected results
The results that we gather will show the impact of each of the CS pilots as well as the impact of
ACTION.
For each pilot a short impact report will be developed: it will follow a storytelling approach describing
project input, activities, outputs and the qualitative results of the impact assessment. Each report will
also include a visualisation of the impact of the pilots in more quantitative terms on the different areas
and dimensions considered. This report will have a communicative nature so that pilots will be able
to use it for their communication activities and, possibly, for presenting the benefit generated by their
project to potential investors and other stakeholders.
Our first impact assessment report (D6.3) will be delivered in January 2021. This report will contain
all impacts from the pilots in the first round of the ACTION accelerator in the above-mentioned form.
It will also include a project-level impact assessment analysis.
At the end of the ACTION project, in January 2022 we will publish an updated report of the results
(D6.4) which will include the impacts from the pilots in the second round of the ACTION accelerator
and the final impact assessment of ACTION as a project.
Last, the results of the impact assessment will also feed into the development of the policy
masterclasses (Task 6.4) as well as the policy brief on citizen science mainstreaming (D6.5),
especially the impact results that concern the political impact dimension.
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6. Conclusions
This report presented the ACTION impact assessment methodological framework, how it has been
designed, its theoretical foundation and a plan for its implementation in the upcoming months.
It is important to underline that we do not consider the framework presented in this report as final.
Indeed, in the next months we will apply it to different ACTION CS pilots: this will give us the
possibility to understand if and where improvements are needed. Updates of the methodology will
be presented in the next WP6 deliverables (D6.3 and D6.4 and in the ACTION CS toolkit).
This deliverable is complementary to D6.2 which includes the data gathering instruments developed
so far and is constantly updated in order to make this methodology not only operational, but also
modular and flexible. In fact, present and future CS pilots will be able to select the impact dimensions
most relevant to them and to collect the data which is necessary for the impact assessment using
the tools developed and tested by the ACTION team.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the impact assessment activities that will take place in the
upcoming months will support the whole ACTION consortium and the CS pilots in improving their
work and will provide useful information on the overall project achievements. With this they will also
serve as an input to the project dissemination work and to inform the sustainability plan, both part of
WP7.
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Annex 1 - ACTION impact assessment canvas
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Annex 2 - ACTION areas of impact, dimension, indicators,
variables and references

Dimension

Scientific knowledge

New research fields and
interdisciplinarity

New knowledge resources

Innovation in education

Dimensions

Social Inclusion

Scientific impact
Indicators
Quantity of new data created (N. of data points)
Quality of data in datasets
Research outputs’ visibility on social media and research
platforms (Academia, Research.edu, etc)
Research outputs’ compliance with FAIR principles of open
data.
Citizen scientists’ participation and recognition in the scientific
output.
N. of published articles/books/book chapters (multiplier for
peer-reviewed articles, impact factor)
N. of other scientific outputs (new specimen collections,
conservation outcomes, GitHub entries, etc)
N. of non-scientific publications
N. of theses
Citizen scientists’ participation and recognition in the scientific
output.
Self-reported level of interdisciplinarity
N. of new research groups created
Sub-disciplines emerging
Ease access to knowledge that is otherwise hard to access
Facilitate knowledge creation among societal actors and
groups
Development of new data-gathering tools
Innovation in academic or school curricula
Innovation in (other) educational/training methods
Social impact
Indicators
Percentage of participants belonging to under represented
social groups
Ration among age groups of participants
Male/female share among participants
Diversity of participants in terms of education level
Diversity of participants in terms of income
Diversity of participants in terms of cultural differences
Diversity of participants in terms of value orientation
(materialistic/post materialistic)
Presence and description of a dedicated strategy for social
inclusion and diversity management
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Researchers and research
community growth and
empowerment

N. of new collaborations established with other
researchers/research organisations
N. of new collaborations established with other organisations
(excluding research organisations)
Changes in researchers' career path
Changes in researchers’ level of trust for citizens, other CS
managers and decision-makers

Knowledge, skills and
competences
N. of CS projects in which participants have been
enrolled/are enrolled
Probability to engage in CS projects in the future
Participation in cause-oriented initiatives (see political impact)
N. of participants considering a scientific or environmentalrelated carrier as a result of the project (for student only)
Motivation and interest for science
N. of participants considering enrolling in life-learning
and the environment
educational program related to science or environmental
studies (only for adults)
Changes in the interest for the specific topic covered by the
project
Changes in the interest in science related topics and
activities
Content, process and knowledge of Changes in the understanding of the scientific method
the nature of science
Changes in the understanding of the scientific process
Acquisition of new skills in the research design-related
activity
Acquisition of new skills in the data gathering- related
activities
Acquisition of new skills in the data curation- related activities

Skills of science inquiry

Acquisition of new skills in the data analysis- related activities
Acquisition of new skills in the data interpretation- related
activities
Acquisition of new skills in shaping and commenting results
Acquisition of new skills on impact assessment
Acquisition of new skills in communicating results
Acquisition of new skills in the valorization of project results
for policy making
Acquisition of new skills on project sustainability
Increment in technological literacy
Acquisition of new skills related to critical thinking

Project-specific disciplinary
contents

to be elaborated on a project-by-project base
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Soft skills

Changes in interpersonal communication related
competences
Change in the class social dynamics (only for school classbased projects)
Changes in the capacity to collaborate (do it together)
Changes in the capacity to collaborative discuss (think it
together)
Changes in organisational/management related competences

Changes in way of thinking,
attitude and values

Behavioural change

Changes in way of thinking related to the specific topic of the
project. Index to be selected/elaborated on a project-byproject base
Changes in way of thinking on environmental
issues/concerns (NEPS scale)
Changes in the way of thinking on science (MATOSS index)
Changes at value level (post-materialistic index)
Impact on green consumption behaviours
Impact on project-specific related behaviours
Changes in accessing green spaces and the natural world

Dimensions
Impact on employment

Economic impact
Indicators
Number of new job places created within the leading
organisation
Number of participants that change or get a new job place
as a results of the CS project

Cost saving

Average number of hours dedicated to the project for
volunteer
Number of hours dedicated to citizens' engagement and
support

Income and revenue generation

Number of new or improved product created
Number of new services created or improved
Revenue generated by each of the new or improved
products

Economic impact on the local
community

To be elaborated on a project-by-project base

Political impact
Dimension

Indicator

Impact on policy process

Number of new/changed policies (e.g. regulatory,
management or conservation actions)
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Agenda setting: number of new policy discourses and
problem definitions
Self-reported contribution to policy implementation and
enforcement
Self-reported contribution to monitoring and evaluation of
policy implementation
Number of policy recommendations produced by citizen
science project
Number of meetings/conferences organised/attended for
influencing policymakers
Political literacy: self-reported changes in the time spent by
individuals in getting informed about political issues

Political participation

Self-reported changes in engagement in political groups or
activities (e.g. party membership, work for candidates,
protesting, lobbying)
Self-reported changes in civic engagement (e.g.
membership in voluntary associations, charities or
environmental groups)
Active involvement in or creation of self-managed spaces
for DIY-science community projects

Self-governance

Active involvement in or creation of new civic society
organisations and/or informal groups created at the local
level
Number of political events (e.g. rallies) organised/attended
for involving wider actors

Political support for citizen
science

Dimension
Impact on ecosystem
Impact on biodiversity
Impact on soil quality

Change in policy support and funding for citizen science
Number of new partnerships between government
decision-makers/policymakers and citizen science
initiatives and organisations

Environmental impact
Indicators
Direct reduction emissions
Indirect reduction emissions
Direct improvement biodiversity
Indirect improvement biodiversity
Direct improvement soil
Indirect improvement soil
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Direct improvement water
Impact on water quality

Indirect improvement water
Direct improvement air quality

Impact on air quality

Impact on health

Indirect improvement air quality
Direct influence health
Indirect influence health
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